Constraint-based clustering algorithms exploit background knowledge to construct clusterings that are aligned with the interests of a particular user. This background knowledge is often obtained by allowing the clustering system to pose pairwise queries to the user: should these two elements be in the same cluster or not? Active clustering methods aim to minimize the number of queries needed to obtain a good clustering by querying the most informative pairs first. Ideally, a user should be able to answer a couple of these queries, inspect the resulting clustering, and repeat these two steps until a satisfactory result is obtained. We present CO-BRAS, an approach to active clustering with pairwise constraints that is suited for such an interactive clustering process. A core concept in COBRAS is that of a super-instance: a local region in the data in which all instances are assumed to belong to the same cluster. COBRAS constructs such superinstances in a top-down manner to produce highquality results early on in the clustering process, and keeps refining these super-instances as more pairwise queries are given to get more detailed clusterings later on. We experimentally demonstrate that COBRAS produces good clusterings at fast run times, making it an excellent candidate for the iterative clustering scenario outlined above.
Introduction
Clustering is inherently subjective [Caruana et al., 2006; von Luxburg et al., 2014] : different users often require very different clusterings of the same dataset, depending on their prior knowledge and goals. Constraint-based (or semisupervised) clustering methods are able to deal with this subjectivity by taking a limited amount of user feedback into account. Often, this feedback is given in the form of pairwise constraints [Wagstaff et al., 2001] . The algorithm has no direct access to the cluster labels in a target clustering, but it can perform pairwise queries to answer the question: do instances i and j have the same cluster label in the target clustering? A must-link constraint is obtained if the answer is yes, a cannotlink constraint otherwise.
An effective constraint-based clustering system should satisfy three requirements. First, it should allow for an iterative clustering process. In each iteration the user answers several pairwise queries, resulting in pairwise constraints. The clustering system uses these to improve the current clustering. This process is repeated until the user is satisfied with the given clustering. Second, it should produce high-quality solutions given only a limited number of pairwise queries. This motivates the use of active query selection in clustering, in which the clustering system tries to determine the most informative queries. Third, the process should be fast. The workflow described above is inherently interactive: the user repeatedly answers pairwise queries and inspects the updated clustering. For this to work in practice, both producing the clusterings and deciding on which pairs to query next should be fast.
None of the existing constraint-based clustering systems fulfills all of these requirements. First, most of them assume that all pairwise constraints are given prior to running the clustering algorithm [Xing et al., 2003; Basu et al., 2004b; Mallapragada et al., 2008] , which makes them non-iterative. Second, traditional systems typically query random pairs [Xing et al., 2003; , which might not be the most informative ones and result in low-quality solutions. Several active constraint-based clustering methods have been proposed [Basu et al., 2004a; Mallapragada et al., 2008] that outperform random query selection, but most of them are non-iterative. NPU [Xiong et al., 2014] is an example of a clustering framework that does satisfy the first two requirements. However, it does not satisfy the third as it requires re-clustering the entire dataset after every few constraints, which becomes prohibitively slow for large datasets.
The approach closest to fulfilling the requirements outlined above is COBRA [Van Craenendonck et al., 2017] , a recently introduced method based on the concept of super-instances. A super-instance is a set of instances that are assumed to belong to the same cluster in the unknown target clustering. COBRA consists of two steps: it first over-clusters the data using K-means to construct these super-instances and then merges them into clusters based on pairwise constraints. CO-BRA was shown to produce high-quality clusterings at fast run times. However, a fixed number of super-instances has to be specified prior to the clustering process. Using a small number of super-instances results in good high-level clusterings using few queries, but these clusterings cannot be refined as more queries are answered. If the number of superinstances is large, more fine-grained structure can be found as more queries are answered, but at the cost of lower quality clusterings early on in the clustering process. Hence, more queries are needed before a good result is obtained.
In this work, we introduce COBRAS (for Constraint-based Repeated Aggregation and Splitting), an active clustering system satisfying all the requirements outlined above. In contrast to COBRA, it does not need a fixed set of super-instances. Instead, it combines the bottom-up procedure of merging superinstances with an incremental top-down search for good super-instances. By doing this it largely mitigates the tradeoff present in COBRA: in the beginning the number of superinstances is small which allows getting a reasonable coarsegrained clustering using few queries; as more queries are answered these super-instances are refined, allowing to capture more fine-grained structure.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we describe existing work on constraint-based clustering. Next, we discuss COBRAS in more detail and give an algorithmic description. In our experimental section we demonstrate that COBRAS is the most suitable clustering method to be used in the iterative workflow described above, as it produces high-quality clusterings at fast run times.
Related work
The most common way to develop a constraint-based clustering method is to extend an existing unsupervised method. One can either adapt the clustering procedure to take the pairwise constraints into account [Wagstaff et al., 2001; Rangapuram and Hein, 2012; Wang et al., 2014] , or use the existing procedure with a new similarity metric that is learned based on the constraints [Xing et al., 2003; Davis et al., 2007] . Alternatively, one can also modify both the similarity metric and the clustering procedure [Bilenko et al., 2004; Basu et al., 2004b] .
Traditional constraint-based clustering methods assume that a set of constraints is given, and in practice this set is often obtained by querying random pairs. Basu et al. [2004a] introduce active constraint selection and show that selecting a set of informative queries can outperform querying random pairs. In their method, the entire set of constraints is queried prior to a single run of the constraint-based clustering algorithm. Xiong et al. [2014] introduce NPU, an active selection procedure in which the data is clustered multiple times and each resulting clustering is used to determine which pairs to query next based on the principle of uncertainty sampling.
COBS [Van Craenendonck and Blockeel, 2017] is quite different from the previously discussed methods: it uses pairwise constraints to select and tune an unsupervised clustering algorithm. COBS generates a large set of clusterings by varying the hyperparameters of several unsupervised clustering algorithms, and selects the clustering from the resulting set that satisfies the most pairwise constraints.
COBRA [Van Craenendonck et al., 2017 ] is a recently proposed method that is inherently active: deciding which pairs to query is part of its clustering procedure. First, COBRA uses K-means to cluster the data into super-instances. The number of super-instances, denoted as N S , is an input parameter. Initially, each of the super-instances forms its own cluster. In the second step COBRA repeatedly queries the pairwise relation between the closest pair of (partial) clusters between which the relation is not known yet and merges clusters if necessary, until all relations between clusters are known. The initial solution of COBRA-100, which is highly over-clustered. D: the final clustering of COBRA-100. E: the clustering produced by COBRAS after 5 queries. The first two queries are used to determine the initial splitting level (which was k = 2), the next three for determining the pairwise relation between the first three super-instances. F: after 36 queries, COBRAS produces the correct clustering.
The results of COBRA were found to be strongly dependent on the number of super-instances N S . A small value of N S has the advantage that is gives clusterings of reasonably good quality given few pairwise queries, but lacks the possibility of getting more fine-grained results. A large value of N S typically results in higher quality clusterings, but these clusterings only appear after answering a relatively high number of queries. This is illustrated for a toy dataset in Figure  1a -d: 10 super-instances is not enough to get a correct clustering (the incorrectly clustered part is marked with a red ellipse), 100 super-instances result in a correct clustering, but only after 103 queries are answered. Note that this problem cannot be solved by tuning N S : there is no value of N S that produces both a decent high-level clustering given few constraints, and a fine-grained clustering given more constraints.
COBRAS: Constraint-based Repeated Aggregation and Splitting
The key problem when running COBRA with a small N S is that super-instances often contain instances from different clusters (this happens e.g. for S 7 in Figure 1a ). COBRA cannot assign all of these instances to the correct clusters, as each super-instance is treated as a single unit. COBRAS solves this problem by allowing super-instances to be refined. It starts with a single super-instance that contains all instances, and repeatedly refines this super-instance until a satisfactory clustering is obtained. More specifically, each iteration of COBRAS consists of two steps. First, it removes the largest super-instance from its cluster and splits it into two new super-instances. Second, it determines the relation of these two new super-instances to the existing clusters by running the merging step of COBRA on the new set of super-instances. By using this procedure of refining superinstances, COBRAS uses a small number of super-instances in the beginning of the clustering process, and a larger number as more queries are answered. This allows it to both produce reasonable high-level clusterings early on, and more fine-grained ones later. Panels (e) and (f) in Figure 1 illustrate the initial and final clusterings produced by COBRAS, and shows that it indeed performs well for both a small and larger number of queries.
Algorithmic description
COBRAS is described in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm a super-instance S is a set of instances, a cluster C is a set of super-instances, and a clustering C is a set of clusters. CO-BRAS starts with a single super-instance S that contains all instances, which constitutes the only cluster C (line 2). As long as the user keeps answering queries, COBRAS keeps refining the set of super-instances and the corresponding clustering (lines 3-10). In each iteration it selects the largest super-instance (line 4) and determines an appropriate splitting level for this super-instance (line 5, this is detailed in Algorithm 2 which is discussed in the next subsection). CO-BRAS splits the selected super-instance S split into k new super-instances by clustering the instances in S split using Kmeans (line 6). S split is then removed from its original cluster (line 7), and a new cluster is added for each of the newly created super-instances (line 8). Finally, in the last step of the while iteration COBRA is used to determine the pairwise relations between the newly added clusters (which each consist of a single super-instance), and the existing ones.
Determining the splitting level k
Algorithm 2 describes the procedure that COBRAS uses to determine the splitting level k for a super-instance S. The procedure tries to search for a k such that the new superinstances will be pure w.r.t. the unknown target clustering. To check the purity of S, COBRAS splits it into two new (temporary) super-instances, and queries the relation between their medoids. Obtaining a must-link constraint indicates that the Algorithm 1 COBRAS Require: X : a dataset q: a query limit
C origin = C origin \ {S split } 8:
C, M L, CL = COBRA(C, M L, CL) 10: end while 11: return C Algorithm 2 determineSplitLevel Require: S: a set of instances that is to be split Ensure: k: an appropriate splitting level M L: the obtained ML constraint CL: the obtained CL constraints
while no must-link obtained do 3:
add (medoid(S 1 ), medoid(S 2 )) to CL
10:
S = pick between S 1 and S 2 randomly 11:
end if 13: end while super-instance was pure, and we are at an appropriate level of granularity. Obtaining a cannot-link constraint on the other hand indicates that the original super-instance contained instances that should be in different clusters, and further splitting is warranted. In this case, one of the two new superinstances is split further, until a must-link constraint is obtained.
We illustrate this procedure based on the example given in Figure 2 (a), in which the splitting level for the initial superinstance S 1 is determined. We first split the super-instance into two new sets of instances, in this case S 1 is split into S t1 and S t2 . The t subscript indicates that these sets of instances are only temporary, i.e. they are only created in the process of finding the splitting level and afterward discarded. Next, the pairwise relation between the two newly created super-instances is queried. In this case, querying the relation between S t1 and S t2 results in a cannot-link constraint (indicated by constraint 1 in Figure 2(a) ). This cannot-link constraint indicates that it is indeed useful to split S 1 into smaller super-instances, as it contains elements that should be in different clusters. We repeat this process for S t1 , which in Figure 2 : (a) COBRAS decides to split the initial super-instance S1 into 4 new ones, as discussed in section 3.2. (b) S1 was removed from the set of clusters (rendering it empty), and a new cluster was added for each of the newly created super-instances. This is the starting situation for the first bottom-up COBRA run. (c) The results of the COBRA run. COBRA queries the relations between the closest pair of clusters between which the relation is not known yet, until all relations are known. For example, it started by querying the relation between S4 and S5 by querying the pairwise relationship between their medoids. This resulted in a must-link constraint, and in the merging of C4 and C5 into C6. (d) At the beginning of a new iteration, COBRAS selects the largest super-instance (S3 in this case) to refine it further. In this case, S3 is split into 2 new super-instances. (E) This results in two new clusters containing these super-instances before the start of a new COBRA merging step. (F) The pairwise relation between these two new clusters and the existing ones is determined using COBRA, leading to a new clustering. This illustrates the situation at the end of the second COBRAS iteration.
this case results in a cannot-link constraint between S t3 and S t4 . Again, this indicates the usefulness of further splitting S t1 into smaller super-instances. We finally repeat the process for S t3 , and obtain a must-link constraint between S t5 and S t6 . This indicates that S t3 was at an appropriate level of granularity. The algorithm assumes that this level of granularity is also appropriate for the remainder of the instances in S 1 (and not only for the single branch that we followed to S t3 ), and determine k = 4 to be an appropriate splitting level (S t3 was at the second level of the tree, hence we split into 2 2 new super-instances). Line 6 in Algorithm 2 ensures that a super-instance is split into at least two new ones.
The remainder of Figure 2 illustrates two iterations of the entire COBRAS clustering process.
Experimental evaluation
In this section, we discuss the experimental evaluation of CO-BRAS.
Existing Constraint-based Algorithms
We compare COBRAS to the following state-of-the-art constraint-based clustering algorithms:
• COBS [ Van Craenendonck and Blockeel, 2017] uses constraints to select and tune an unsupervised clustering algorithm. We use the active variant in our experiments.
• COBRA [ Van Craenendonck et al., 2017] is the algorithm that is most related to COBRAS, as discussed earlier in this paper. We run it with 10, 25 and 50 superinstances.
• NPU [Xiong et al., 2014] is an active constraint selection framework that can be used with any non-active constraint-based clustering method. It constructs neighborhoods of points that are connected by must-link constraints, with cannot-link constraints between the different neighborhoods. It repeatedly selects the most informative instance, and queries its neighborhood membership by means of pairwise constraints. NPU is an iterative method: after neighborhood membership is determined, the data is re-clustered and the obtained clustering is used to determine the next pairwise queries. NPU can be used with any constraint-based clustering algorithm, and we use it with the following two:
-MPCKMeans [Bilenko et al., 2004] is an extension of K-means that exploits constraints through metric learning and a modified objective. We use the implementation in the WekaUT package 1 .
-COSC (for Constrained Spectral Clustering) [Rangapuram and Hein, 2012] is an extension of spectral clustering optimizing for a modified objective. We use the code provided by the authors 2 .
COSC-NPU and MPCKMeans-NPU require knowing the number of clusters K prior to clustering, and in our experiments this true K (as indicated by the class labels) is given to these algorithms. Note that, in practice, this number K is often not known in advance, and that this constitutes a clear advantage of these algorithms over the others in the experimental evaluation.
Datasets
We use the same datasets as those used in the evaluation of COBRA [Van Craenendonck et al., 2017] . These include the following 14 UCI datasets: iris, wine, dermatology, hepatitis, glass, ionosphere, optdigits389, ecoli, breast-cancerwisconsin, segmentation, column 2C, parkinsons, spambase, sonar and yeast. These were selected because of their repeated use in earlier work on constraint-based clustering (for example, [Bilenko et al., 2004; Xiong et al., 2014] ). Optdigits389 contains digits 3, 8 and 9 of the UCI handwritten digits data [Bilenko et al., 2004; Mallapragada et al., 2008] . Duplicate instances are removed from all of these datasets, and the data is normalized between 0 and 1. Further, we use the CMU faces dataset, containing 624 images of 20 persons with different poses and expressions, with and without sunglasses. This dataset has four natural clustering targets: identity, pose, expression and sunglasses. A 2048-value feature vector is extracted for each of the images using the pre-trained Inception-V3 network [Szegedy et al., 2015] . Further, two clustering tasks are included for the 20 newsgroups text dataset: clustering documents from 3 newsgroups on related topics (the target clusters are comp.graphics, comp.os.ms-windows and comp.windows.x, as in [Basu et al., 2004a; Mallapragada et al., 2008] ), and clustering documents from 3 newsgroups on very different topics (alt.atheism, rec.sport.baseball and sci.space, as in [Basu et al., 2004a; Mallapragada et al., 2008] ). To extract features from the text documents we apply tf-idf, followed by latent semantic indexing (as in [Mallapragada et al., 2008] ) to reduce the dimensionality to 10. In summary, 17 datasets are used in our experiments, for which 20 clustering tasks are defined (14 UCI datasets, 4 target clusterings for the CMU faces data, and 2 subsets of the newsgroups data).
Experimental methodology
We perform 10-fold cross-validation 10 times (similar to e.g. [Basu et al., 2004a] and [Mallapragada et al., 2008] ), and report averaged results. The algorithms always cluster the full dataset, but can only query the relations between pairs that are both in the training set. The quality of the resulting clustering is evaluated by computing the Adjusted Rand index (ARI, [Hubert and Arabie, 1985] ), only on the instances in the test set. The ARI measures the similarity between the produced clusterings and the ground-truth indicated by the class labels. A score of 0 means that the clustering is random, 1 means that it is exactly the same as the ground-truth. The score for 2 http://www.ml.uni-saarland.de/code/cosc/cosc.htm an algorithm for a particular dataset is given by the average ARI over the 10 repetitions of 10 fold cross-validation.
We make sure that COBRAS and COBRA do not query any test instances during clustering by only using training instances to compute the medoids of the super-instances. For NPU, pairs involving an instance from the test set are simply excluded from selection.
In each while iteration of COBRAS, a super-instance is split and COBRA is run on the resulting new set of clusterings. If the user stops answering pairwise queries before the end of the COBRA run (which is simulated frequently in the experiments: we consider the intermediate clusterings after each query), COBRAS returns the clustering as it was at the beginning of the while iteration. The clustering that is returned is only updated after the COBRA run, which prevents us from returning clusterings for which the merging step was not finished yet. This holds for all COBRA runs expect the first one, as in that case there is no real prior clustering at the beginning of the iteration.
COBRA is not able to handle an unlimited amount of pairwise queries: once all the relations between super-instances are known, the clustering process naturally stops. In our experiments, we assume that COBRA simply keeps returning its final clustering after this point, which allows us to compare all algorithms for the same number of pairwise queries.
Clustering quality
Figure 3(a) shows the aligned ranks for COBRAS and all competitors over all clustering tasks 3 . In contrast to the regular rank, the aligned rank [Hodges and Lehmann, 1962; García et al., 2010] takes the relative differences between algorithms for individual datasets into account. The first step in computing it is to calculate the average ARI achieved for each dataset over all algorithms. Then, for each algorithm the difference between its ARI and this average is calculated, and the resulting differences are sorted from 1 to kn (k the number of algorithms, n the number of datasets). The aligned rank for an algorithm is then the average of the positions of its entries in the sorted list.
The figure shows that COBRAS is clearly the best choice for the iterative clustering scenario that was outlined at the beginning of the paper. Only if the user knows in advance how many queries she will answer and does not care about the quality of intermediate results is COBRA the preferred algorithm. In particular, COBRA-10 outperforms COBRAS for 10 queries, COBRA-25 for 25 queries, and COBRA-50 for 50 queries. In many practical applications of clustering, however, the query budget is not known in advance and the quality of intermediate clusterings does matter. None of the COBRA instantiations are suited for this scenario. For example, COBRA-10 performs well for a very small number of queries, but lacks the ability to keep refining clusterings which results in a large performance gap with COBRAS for Number of constraints larger numbers of queries. COBRA-50, on the other hand, is clearly outperformed by COBRAS for a small number of pairwise queries (as it starts from heavily over-clustered solutions).
A similar argument can be made in the comparison of CO-BRAS to the other competitors (MPCKMeans-NPU, COSC-NPU and COBS). Furthermore, it is important to realize that COSC-NPU and MPCKMeans-NPU are given the true number of clusters prior to clustering, which explains their good relative performance for a very small number of queries. 
Conclusion on clustering quality
From Figures 3(a) and 3(b) we conclude that COBRAS is the best choice in terms of clustering quality for the iterative clustering process that was outlined at the beginning of the paper. Figure 4 shows the ratio of the run time of COBRAS to the run times of its competitors for the 20 clustering tasks after performing 100 queries. It illustrates that COBRA is typically the fastest algorithm, which is not surprising as it requires only a single run of K-means. COBRAS requires multiple K-means runs, rendering it slower than COBRA. Compared to the other competitors, however, COBRAS is still fast. In particular, for the largest dataset COBRA still requires less than 10 seconds for the 100 queries, meaning that runtime will not be a limitation for the user while answering queries. MPCKMeans-NPU is significantly slower since it relies on a more expensive constraint-based variant of K-means, and requires re-clustering the entire dataset after every few queries. In contrast, COBRAS only re-clusters the parts of the dataset that are being refined. The high runtimes of COBS are explained by the fact that it generates a large number of unsupervised clusterings prior to querying the user. Once this set of clusterings is generated, however, selecting the clusterings is fast which means that COBS should not be disregarded for interactive settings.
Runtime
We introduce COBRAS, an active clustering system based on the concept of super-instances. With its top-down strategy of constructing and refining super-instances it aims to produce high-quality clusterings in all stages of the clustering process. COBRAS is fast, since its most expensive step consists of performing K-means clustering on ever smaller parts of the data set. Our experiments confirm that COBRAS compares favorably to competitors in terms of both clustering quality and runtime, making it the preferred solution for constraintbased clustering in many settings.
